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Munich-based Ambient Recording 
GmbH is a manufacturer well-
known for professional Location 
Sound and Broadcast products 
including Lockit Timecode, 
Quickpole Boom Poles, Sonar 
Surround Underwater Recording 
Solutions, and many more. In 2014, 
Ambient Recording co-founded 
LockitNetwork GmbH, a company 
that specializes in motion picture 
communication solutions. 

Founded by location sound 
recordists in the late-80s, 
Ambient Recording GmbH still 
entirely develops and manufactures 
in Germany, with the headquarters 
located in Munich and Post 
Production studio in Berlin.

For more information, visit the 
Ambient Recording and  
LockitNetwork websites at  
www.ambient.de/en and  
www.lockitnetwork.com.

AMBIENT PRODUCTS:

EUROPE
SERVICE CENTER FOR:

LOCKIT TIMECODE
Market Leading  
Timecode and 
Synchronization Devices

LOCKIT NETWORK 
Motion Picture  
Communication

QUICKPOLE BOOM POLES
Europe´s most 
popular Booms

SURROUND RIG
Versatile Surround 
Microphone Support

QUICKPOLE ACCESSORIES
Unique Boom Accessories 
and Workflow Helpers

MICROPHONES
Sophisticated Location 
Sound Microphones

MICROPHONE 
POWER SUPPLY
Smart Power Supply 
Solutions for Lavalier and 
Condenser Microphones

HANDHELD ADAPTORS
Microphone Heads to 
Handheld Transmitters

SONAR SURROUND
Unrivaled Underwater 
Audio Recording Setups

CABLES
Reliable Connections, 
In-house Production

POWER SUPPLY
Battery Power Supply for 
complete Recording Setups

RECEIVER SLOT
For V-Mount Cameras

POWERED RECEIVER SLOT
For ARRI AMIRA
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LOCKIT TECHNOLOGY
PORTABLE TIMECODE, SYNC & METADATA

For about 20 years, the Ambient Lockit is the market leading portable, 
timecode and sync generator worldwide. The technology is based around a 
highly accurate, tunable, temperature compensated crystal for reliable 
synchronization of multiple devices without cables or fragile wireless 
transmission. The new ACN network generation adds even more accuracy 
and comfort to the system, while maintaining the renowned reliability.
Ambient has developed Lockit OEM modules with full ACN capabilities 
available for effortless 3rd party integration. This provides other equipment 
manufacturers the ability to incorporate Ambient’s  highly accurate 
timecode and metadata network.

Cinec Award winnIng system



The new control center for all Lockits in your arsenal
The Master Lockit adds 
control, flexibility and 
comfort to your existing 
Lockit setup.  
Being designed to 
performas central hub in 
your system, the unit is 
able to display and control 
all other ACN devices on 
set. 
Access the ACN control 
system using the browser 
of any device via Wi-Fi for 
elegant wireless functionality.
This enables you to name your Lockits and assign them to the camera or 
audio recorder to which they are connected. 

What ‘s more, you can remotely jam sync and name all units on set, view 
battery status, frame rate, set the time, use time of day, see the last clap time 
of the ACN-LS…

LOCKIT TIMECODE 5

MASTER LOCKIT
ACN-ML
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Cross-Platform Elegance
The Master Lockit control surface is self-contained and accessible from any 
device with a browser and WiFi – so it is not bound to a specific platform like 
iOS or Android. 
Thanks to its responsive design, the control interface will always automati-
cally adjust to your screen size. 
In other words, any device with integrated WiFi and browser can connect to 
the ACN-ML web interface without limitation.

It is a timecode master and „On Set“ metadata server
With its dual processor architecture the Master Lockit truly is the most 
powerful timecode device we have ever built. Using the acclaimed Lockit 
timecode generator with its rock-solid, high-accuracy, temperature-compen-
sated oscillator, along with the sophisticated ACN, the Master Lockit offers 
features like a generator buffered timecode transceive mode, 0.0ppm drift 
between linked units through the unique continuous jam with control, and 
monitoring through the integrated web GUI.

Metadata Network
As productions already use Lockits and connect them to cameras, 3D-rigs, 
Sound recorders…, ACN-equipped Lockit units can also read out device-
specific metadata for transmission to the Master Lockit server. While the 
internal memory centrally stores and hosts all metadata collected through 
ACN connected units, iPads running LockitSCRIPT automatically sync their 
data though the Master Lockit’s router functionality.
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Master Lockit controls 688

Included LockitScript App
The LockitScript app elegantly accommodates all the daily needs within the 
demanding role of a Script Supervisor. This comprehensive and time-saving 
tool helps fighting paperwork, duplicate listing and overtime after wrap. 
Once used together with the Master Lockit, you can experience the beauty 
of two worlds working smoothly together.

DIT Features
With the LockitScript app, and the ACN metadata working, the Master Lockit 
Web Interface enables DITs to access the merged data in real-time, and to 
download important clip-based content information as e.g an ALE-File for 
direct import into your pregrading software. 

Remote control your Sound Devices recorder
With Firmware 4.1, we integrate remote functionality for the renowned 
Sound Devices 633, 664, 688, and 788T into the Master Lockit’s capabilities. 
The new Remote Control Tab in the Master Lockit’s web interface provides 
wireless access to the most important recorder functions like Record Start / 
Stop, Track Naming, Track Arming, Metadata entry for the current and 
upcoming clip, Circle & Waste Clip, Track Metering (with the 788T),  
Access to the metadata of the last clips.
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Integrated Lockit:
Highly accurate Lockit timecode generator
Generator buffered timecode transceiver
Drift of less than 1 frame a day (~0,1ppm)
No drift at all within the ACN
Supports all SMPTE frame rates
Sunlight readable OLED Display
Adjustable timecode output for recording TC on audio track 

Built-In Hub:
Integrated 16GB server
Collects and stores all ACN and LockitScript metadata
Enables ACN - iOS LockitScript app communication
Reads and stores ARRI ALEXA metadata
Reads and stores RED camera metadata (all DSMC cams)
Reads and stores Sound Devices 788T & 6-series metadata
Creates Shot Log, Sound Report, ALE, CSV, JSON reports with collected 
metadata  

Web Interface:
Remote Control of Master Lockit
Remote control of ACN ready Lockit devices
Remote control of Sound Devices 788T & 6-series recorders
Metadata Live view

Physical Details:
Material: anodized, pearl blasted aluminum
Dimensions: 91 x 64.5 x 33 mm (overall length with WiFi and SMA antenna 
detached: 102.5mm)
Mounting Options: 3/8“ Thread, ACM-TL quick lock mount (not included)
Weight: approx. 275 g

Power: 
Requires external DC Supply with 6-24V, 1.5A DC
Power consumption when charged / charging @ ext. DC Supply:
~ 500mA/850mA @ 6V
~ 250mA/ 400mA @ 12V DC
~ 150mA/ 200mA @ 24V DC
Internal backup battery: Li-Ion backup battery, ~up to 3 hours when fully  
charged 

Connectors:
2x USB
TC-Lemo 5-pin: tc I/O, adjustable tc level
ACN-Lemo 5-pin: 2nd tc I/O, Serial Interface
Ethernet
2x Hirose I/O to loop through DC

ACN-ML panels

KEY FEATURES

Please also take notice of suitable cables at page 37
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LOCKIT

As all Ambient Lockit devices, 
the ACL 204 provides a rock 
solid, highly accurate, 
temperature compensated 
timecode and sync generator. 
It not only covers all timecode 
rates and sync formats but 
also allows to apply an offset 
to the TC output to compen-
sate for the processing delay typical for most HD cameras. 
3D camera rigs can be made lighter and neater by utilizing the 2nd TC 
output and the sync output that can be switched to drive a dual load. 
The integrated ACN transceiver enables the ACL 204 to work as a fully 
functional, generator buffered wireless timecode transceiver. Even more 
powerful, the ACN continuous jam feature reduces the drift within the 
network from 0.1ppm to none at all. 
Plugged in into a computer, the Lockit transforms into a highly accurate 
midi timecode interface with LTC / midi timecode conversion. This way the 
ACL 204 opens up the possibility to timecode and word clock sync for 
example multiple cameras with a Pro Tools workstation.
New as of fall 2015 the ACL 204 allows native integration with RED DSMC 
bodies for hassle-free cooperation with these highly acclaimed cameras. 
When additionally attached via optional RCP-I/O cable, the Lockit will adjust 
to the project framerate, conveniently applying the correct timecode. Even 
more, when used along within an ACN ecosystem, camera generated 
clipped based metadata are sent to the metadata hub. This overcomes the 
requirement of an additional Master Lockit on the camera bringing 
enhanced value to existing users.

ACL 204

KEY FEATURES
•	 Highly accurate timecode generator
•	 Generator buffered timecode transceiver
•	 Drift of less than 1 frame a day  

(~0,1ppm, 0ppm within the ACN)
•	 Supports all SMPTE frame rates
•	 Supports all standard video sync and word clock formats
•	 Sunlight readable OLED Display 
•	 Adjustable timecode offset
•	 Dual Sync Mode, 2 TC-OUT for 3D use
•	 MIDI timecode interface with LTC/MTC conversion
•	 Built in ACN transceiver with internal antenna
•	 RS232, USB port
•	 RCP compatible, adjusts to RED project frame rate, reads and transmits 

clip based metadata within ACN (optional cable required)
•	 Works 30 hours on 2 AA batteries
•	 Robust machined and anodized  

aluminum body
•	 Dimensions: 100 mm x 74 mm x 36 mm
•	 Weight (without batteries): 250 g

The ACM-204 Mount is a quick release mount 
with a fixable 3/8” male thread (ACM-MS) 
and with screw on back plate for 
aluminum body ACL 204.

LOCKIT MOUNT

ACM-MS

Sync ARRI ALEXA with Ambient Lockit 
On Location of „Famous Five 2“
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Like its bigger brother, the  
Tiny Lockit provides a rock solid,  
highly accurate, temperature 
compensated timecode generator. 
Except for the sync signal output, it 
comprises the full functionality of the 
Lockit, including Ambient LockitNetwork support, auto tuning, wireless jam 
syncing as well as metadata transfer and logging. 
Thus the ACN-TL also can be used as fully functional, generator buffered 
timecode transceiver. This provides the stability of an Ambient Lockit 
generator with the flexibility of a wireless TC system but without the fear of 
dropouts. In addition, it also offers a variable timecode output level  
for recording TC on audio track.
Connected to a computer, the Tiny Lockit transforms into a highly accurate 
midi timecode interface with LTC / midi timecode conversion. This way the 
ACN-TL opens up the possibility to TC sync for example multiple cameras 
with an e.g. ProTools workstation. 
The second Lemo connector is used for TC or communication and can be 
configured as USB, RS232, or GP I/O.
With firmware 4.1, also the ACN-TL is able to read out and distribute 
metadata from RED cameras that is then stored on a Master Lockit. Wit 
ACN-RCP cable connected the Tiny Lockit will automatically sense RED 
camera type, and timecode frame rate – and match those settings.
As known from the ACL 204, the user interface is easy and intuitive  
to use. Due to its smaller form factor the ACN-TL is especially suitable for 
applications on small cameras and in setups where a sync signal is not 
required. 
Thanks to the machined, pearl blasted and anodized aluminum body the 
Tiny Lockit can easily withstand the roughest production conditions.

Quick release mount with a fixable 
3/8” male thread (ACM-MS) 

TINY LOCKIT
ACN-TL

KEY FEATURES
•	 Highly accurate timecode generator
•	 Generator buffered timecode transceiver
•	 Drift of less than 1 frame a day (~0,1ppm, 0.0ppm within the ACN)
•	 Supports all SMPTE frame rates
•	 Sunlight readable OLED Display 
•	 Adjustable timecode offset
•	 Adjustable timecode level for recording TC on audio track
•	 MIDI timecode interface with LTC/MTC conversion
•	 RCP compatible, adjusts to RED project frame rate, reads and  

transmits clip based metadata within ACN (optional cable required)
•	 Built in ACN transceiver with internal antenna
•	 RS232, USB and GP I/O port
•	 Works 12 hours on 2 AAA batteries
•	 Robust machined and anodized aluminum body
•	 Dimension: 77 mm x 56.5 mm x 21 mm
•	 Weight: 118 g

ACM-TL kit

TINY LOCKIT MOUNT
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The Ambient Lockit Slate 
provides a rock solid,  
highly accurate, 
temperature compensated 
timecode generator.

The timecode slate 
with full ACN  
integration
The completely revised 
LED timecode display 
doubles the brightness at 
less than half of the power consumption of its predecessor. This allowed us 
to reduce the batteries to only 4 AA cells while still achieving prolonged 
battery life.
Additionally, we equipped the new slate with light and motion sensors. Thus, 
the brightness can adjust automatically to the local light conditions, and the 
timecode display flips when the slate is turned upside down.

Transmit the clapped time directly to the script app
Furthermore, this new slate comprises clap time broadcast in addition to the 
same full functionality of the Tiny Lockit including ACN support. These 
network capabilities also allow the »Lockit Slate« to be a fully-functional, 
generator-buffered timecode transceiver. This provides the same stability of 
an Ambient Lockit generator that has the flexibility of a wireless TC system 
but without the fear of dropouts.

Use the display stand-alone as fully functional timecode interface
The Lockit Slate offers a variable timecode offset to compensate for 

processing delays of digital cameras. 
Plugged in into a computer, the Lockit 
Slate transforms into a highly accurate 
midi timecode interface with LTC / midi 
timecode conversion and of course big 
TC LED display. 
This way the ACN-LS opens up the 

possibility to sync multiple cameras with a Pro Tools workstation. As known 
from the Lockit and Tiny Lockit, the user interface is easy and intuitive to use. 

Never lose the timecode when changing batteries...
Thanks to the built-in Supercap, the ACN-LS is able to hold the highly 
accurate timecode for more than 10 minutes after loss of power. 
Changing batteries, no longer automatically means re-jamming the slate.
The included slip-on handle with built-in 
fold-out stand allows for easy one-han-
ded operation. Additionally, it provides 
a 3/8“ thread on the bottom. This way, 
the handle can be attached to any boom 
pole and brought up to any camera 
position – even on cranes or edge arms.

Wooden clap sticks available
The Lockit Slate can be ordered or retro 
fitted with clap sticks made of maple 
wood. 
Customized slate boards are available 
on request.

LOCKIT SLATE 
ACN-LS

ACN-LSW

ACN-LD
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The ACN-LSB bag protects the slate against shocks, rain and dirt. With a rigid, 
sewn-in framework, this bag can withstand even roughest production 
condi¬tions. The robust, waterproof fabric with long, overlapping cover 
forms a relia¬ble shield against any weather conditions and keeps your slate 
dry and clean.

Due to magnetic buttons, the bag can be closed and locked even in low-light 
si¬tuations without a second look. Additionally, the magnets release when 
pulling the slate handle for lightning-fast slate removal. 

Quivers for board markers and other utilities are placed on both the bag 
front and under the lid, providing easy access for left and right handed 
people. With several loops on the bag and the comfy carrying strap, the slate 
can be put on a belt, sound cart, or a magliner. 

Providing excellent protection and flexibility, the ACN-LSB can be convenient-
ly placed or hung near the AC or sound mixer for quick access to the Lockit 
Slate.

LOCKIT SLATE BAG
ACN-LSB
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Ambient’s GPS module has been kept small enough to be stored in the 
Controller pouch. It comes with a 2 meter cable attached  
and can be used to derive position data 
and universal time (UTC) to jam the  
internal timecode generator.
The GPS reference signal of one pulse 
per second can also be used to calibrate 
the internal reference oscillator. 
Thus, it is possible to synchronize  
cameras anywhere worldwide to well 
under 0.5 frames offset.

A whole set of features as 
timecode, word clock, MIDI TC 
and GPS capability makes the 
ACC501 rather a timecode 
Swiss Army knife than just a 
master clock. 
An extensive keypad and a 
graphical LCD with command 
and menu bars ensure an 
intuitive but comprehensive 
user interface.
Using a reprogrammable MPU 
the controller features a 
future-proof design with 
growing capabilities. 
Firmware revisions are obtainable through the download section and can 
easily be performed by the user.

KEY FEATURES
•	 Timecode master clock with LTC and ASCII timecode, send, receive  

TC and check diversion, tune other Lockit units and Lockit featured 
products (ARRI ALEXA, Sound Devices Recorders, SI 2K, Aeta 4Minx, 
Weiss Cam, P+S Technik...).

•	 USB interface for data download, programming, MIDI timecode and 
serial Sony-P2 transmission.

•	 Low jitter word clock generator with all clocks up to 192 KHz incl. pull 
up/down.

•	 Interface for accessories such as GPS receiver
•	 Powering options: internal battery, USB, external 6 – 17 Volts
•	 4x AA cells for over 24 hours of operation
•	 Standby mode for keeping accurate timecode.
•	 Firmware updates by user, available through download. 

CLOCKIT CONTROLLER
ACC 501

GPS-MODULE
ACCSI-GPS

PROD.NR..	 DESCRIPTION

ACC501 Controller for Lockit System
ACCSI-GPS Ambient Serial Interface with GPS Module for ACC501

LOCKIT TIMECODE
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Within a single motion picture or television production, multiple people 
from different departments and companies are responsible for accurate 
and timely processing of file based digital video and audio. 
A comprehensive script workflow system is the essential element to ensure 
that content is processed accurately and on schedule. The LockitNetwork 
system is specifically designed to integrate every department within a  
production workflow to enhance and simplify communication from set 
through post production. It can be broken down into 3 different  
communication components that work together. 
The LockitNetwork Webtools is the basic, cloud based production service 
included with the LockitScript app. It is the hub that centralizes communica-
tion for distribution to all production departments.

As the production begins, production information such as script and call 
sheets are uploaded to the web access component.  Scenes are then set up 
with actors, estimated running times, and so on. This brings us to the 
second component of LockitNetwork system, the LockitSCRIPT app for script 
supervisors. All preproduction information is synced with the app by one 
simple click. The LockitSCRIPT app is the on-set work center for script 
supervisors and continuity.  
The third component to the LockitNetwork system is the ACN. This 
sophisticated wireless protocol was designed to seamlessly integrate right 
into existing production workflow to enable automatic frame accurate 
timecode synchronization and set spanning metadata distribution. 
At the end of the day just press the app´s export button and the magic 
happens.
All required script and sound reports will be processed  
automatically, saving time and ensuring accurate  
synchronized data. 
No need to manually copy data from one template to the  
other - creating reports and EDL‘s have never been so easy.

www.lockitnetwork.com

LOCKIT NETWORK
MOTION PICTURE COMMUNICATION
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The Ambient LockitScript iOS app  
is designed to quickly simplify, organize,  
and edit documentation for immediate access by all departments on a  
production set, continued through the post-production process. Designed 
with Script Supervisors in mind, it is an easy-to-use, intuitive communication 
tool developed in close cooperation with industry professionals to simplify, 
enhance, and automate every aspect of production communication.

Import Preps, Schedules, Scripts, and Call Sheets
Preps, schedules, scripts and call sheets can be easily imported within  
the app or via laptop/ desktop computer through a totally free-of-charge 
LockitNetwork online account. The online account enables uploading and 
syncing among multiple iPads and computers, while being capable of  
handling several independent projects.

Script Editing 
Import scripts from common solutions such as Final Draft or Adobe Story.  
Fully edit, add comments, and mark off-dialogues with simple to learn  
gestures.

On the Set
Organized by shooting day and scene, the Screen Editor‘s Log interface 
contains Clip and Take areas. Numbered clips are assigned to the appropri-
ate take container by simply swiping the clip. Highlight the Print or 
Non-Print Button within each take, and label with standard or customized 
comments (including camera related comments such as from distance, ISO, 
ASA, angle, etc.) In addition, iPad generated photos can be added for 
confirmation of take and setting without ever leaving the app!  
LockitScript also includes tools for work-time reporting, as well as lined 
script preparation. Prepare a complete lined-script comments, mark on and 
off parts, and generate a detailed lined script in PDF format. 

End of Day

Reports, including the Daily Progress Reports, Editor‘s Log, Clip Log, and 
Facing Page, are automatically generated and updated throughout the work 
day and ready for export. They can be emailed without ever leaving the app 
in Excel‘s edit-friendly format, or as PDF for additional flexibility. For 
additional convenience, the optional Ambient LockitNetwork cloud-based 
production service is available for instant delivery of customizable reports 
and ALE exchange directly with post production.

LOCKITSCRIPT APP
THE ULTIMATE COMMUNICATION TOOL FOR MOTION 
PICTURE AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION
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The heart of a boom pole is the tube. A perfect boom pole tube has to be 
lightweight and rigid, to minimize bending and to maximize control of 
microphone position while fully extended. At the same time they should be 
resilient enough to avoid breaking when swinging the boom.

The surface should be smooth for easy action and to prevent handling 
noise, but with a matte finish so as not to cause reflections.

THE AMBIENT RECORDING 
BOOM POLE PHILOSOPHY

THE TUBE PHILOSOPHY

„The boom pole is the most important tool for a boom operator.  
In the hands, it should be an extension of the body, enabling precise  
and intuitive work.“

Designing the perfect boom with perfect characteristics requires a  
compromise of sometimes opposing demands.

•	 Robust design for long life
•	 Lightweight but rigid
•	 Low handling noise
•	 Easy action
•	 Add-on accessories
•	 Easy customer maintenance for 

extended life

The only material that possesses the characteristics to satisfy all these 
demands is carbon fiber. The manufacturing process of carbon fiber tube 
allows us to specify its composition. With parameters such as fiber-type, 
fiber-arrangement, wall-thickness, tube diameter and manufacturing 
method, we gain the possibility to create something completely unique and 
specialized to satisfy your requirements.

Ambient offers four unique lines of boom poles to address the huge variety 
of needs of today’s field sound professionals.

THE CARBON FIBER STATEMENT

KEY FEATURES

Courtesy Eckhard Kuchenbecker

QUICKPOLE BOOM POLES
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The QXS series was specifically designed for documentary and ENG 
booming work. That’s why we built the QXS series poles with 5 segments, 
effectively delivering a better collapsed to extended ratio. This enables easy 
transportation while providing long lengths when needed.

Well aware of what the material must endure in the 
everyday work situation, we designed the QXS pull-wind 
carbon fiber tubes with a 1mm wall thickness to achieve 
light-weight with high durability properties. While all 
mechanical parts are machined out of aircraft aluminum, 
the 3/8“ thread is made out of solid stainless steel to 
survive thousands of microphone changes.

With revised collars for better grip and optimized locking 
mechanism, the QXS is the next evolutionary step of our 
successful QX series.

In ENG applications, situations arise where every second 
counts. Therefore, Ambient offers two different internal  
cabling options with multiple connector outlet variations 
to prevent cable “Spaghetti” when that critical situation 
occurs.

QXS BOOM POLE
ENG & DOCUMENTARY

Emra & Dabo, Ethiopia

•	 Extremely light, compact, solid, robust,  
perfectly balanced

•	 1 mm custom made pull-wind carbon fiber tube
•	 Stainless steel tip with special hole for easy 

assembly  
of internal cabling

•	 Larger diameter for coiled internal cabling

KEY FEATURES

PROD.NR.	 LENGTH	 WEIGHT

QXS 550	 			50-195 cm  445 g
QXS 565	 			65-260 cm  535 g
QXS 580	 		80-330 cm  620 g
QXS 5100	 100-420 cm  745 g
QXS 5130	 130-540 cm  925 g

For cabled versions please visit Ambient website.
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Feature film boom ops have to face a unique set of challenges.  Even though 
the shot requirements are often known in advance, wide camera angles, 
multi-cam shots, moving actors or cameras, and complicated lighting can 
tax the attention of the most seasoned field professional.

These professionals know that having the right tools close at hand is an 
absolute necessity.

Understanding feature film booming requirements, we  
specially designed multilayer pull-wind carbon tubes with  
1.5 mm wall thickness. Additionally, we reduced the number 
of segments to four to add additional stiffness and better 
balance with the long lengths of the QP range. This provides 
the extra control in situations where a long, extended pole is 
required. The extraordinary rigidity allows a boom operator 
to swing and point the microphone with great precision as 
the boom bounce is minimized preventing the microphone 
from dipping into the frame.

With a clearly defined application scope, the range is limited 
to two suitable lengths. An optional extension enabling a  
fifth segment is available.

•	 High rigidity, stiff, light, robust, perfectly balanced
•	 1.5 mm custom made pull-wind carbon fiber tube
•	 Stainless steel tip with special hole for easy assembly  

of internal cabling
•	 Up to 6.75m length with QP 120
•	 Straight internal cabling option (see page 21)

Courtesy André Zacher

QP BOOM POLE
FEATURE FILM

PROD.NR.	 LENGTH	 	 WEIGHT

QP 480	 105-350 cm    680 g
QP 4140	 154-520 cm  1000 g
QP 120 (extension)	 										140 cm    420 g

KEY FEATURES

For cabled versions please visit Ambient website.
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For more information about cabling options 
please visit our website.

Designing the QS was a dream come true for the development team. The 
goal was to make the best feature film pole possible.  The decision was 
made  to manufacture the QS boom pole  from  handmade Pre-preg carbon 
fiber tubes. Although an extremely time-consuming way to produce tubes, it 
provides Ambient the possibility to design the characteristics layer by layer. 
Our aim was to create a boom so stiff, lightweight and well balanced that 
the boom op can operate a microphone precisely like a surgeon operating a 
scalpel, but from an 18 foot distance!

In addition to the handmade tubes, we designed the screw 
locks specifically for better grip when working with gloves. 
The result is nothing less than the stiffest, most precise 
boom pole made.  We are proud to say it is the best pole we 
have ever built.

The modular extension QP 120 can quickly be added as a 
5th segment and gives an extra boost of length for wide, 
large crowd shots without the weight when not in use. With 
an outer diameter of 35 mm the extension will also fit into a 
standard Manfrotto pivot clamp allowing stand mounted.

QS BOOM POLE
PREMIUM FEATURE FILM

PROD.NR.	 LENGTH	 	 WEIGHT

QSM	 	 105-345 cm    740 g
QS	 	 154-520 cm  1120 g
QP 120 (extension)	 										145 cm    420 g

•	 Extremely stiff, very precise, well balanced and 
lightweight

•	 Handmade 1.5 mm Premium Pre-preg carbon fiber
•	 Refashioned locking screws
•	 Up to 6.55 m length with QP 120

KEY FEATURES

For cabled versions please visit Ambient website.
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QP 5190	 Standard Jumbo Boom, 212 – 860 cm, 1840 g
QP 210 Jumbo extension, 205 cm, 740 g, converts QP 5190 to QP 6200
QP 6200 Jumbo Boom, 240 – 1060 cm, 2650 g; incl. boomcase, length: 255 cm
QMS Manfrotto tripod stand 
QMW Wheel set for Manfrotto tripod stand
QMG 35 Manfrotto counter weight for Jumbo booms, 4 kg
QMJ 35 Manfrotto pivoting clamp for QP 5190, diameter 35 mm
QAJ 40 Ambient pivoting clamp for QP 6200, diameter 40 mm

These booms were designed for tripod mounted operation. By using our 
Quickpole multilayer carbon fiber tubes with an increased OD up to 40mm, 
they can be extended to more than 10 meters. Various accessories exist for 
mounting the booms on light-weight stands such as a pivoting clamp and 
counterweights.  Typical applications include studio, classical music, church 
organ, feature film crowd scenes, and surround recordings when used with 
the A-RAY Surround Microphone Support. Jumbo booms have also been 
used to carry small cameras, lights, and measuring equipment or ae-
rals.  The booms can be internally cabled, and a special tip permits thicker 
cables to pass through, even multicore cables required for multichannel 
recordings. The base of the QP Jumbo Boom is fitted with a slotted tube, 
ring and karabiner for attaching a counter weight.

KEY FEATURES
•	 High rigidity, stiff, robust, light weight
•	 1.5 mm custom made carbon fiber tube
•	 Only 2650 gram
•	 Aluminum tip with special hole for easy assembly of internal cabling
•	 Up to 10.60 m length with QP 6200
•	 Straight internal cabling option

JUMBO
EXTRA LONG BOOM POLE 

QAJ 40QMW

QMS
QMSB-L

QP 5190

QP 6200

QMJ 35

QMG 35QAC 40

QAJ 40

SURROUND RIGJUMBO
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

A-RAY Surround microphone support without accessories
A-Ray Decca Center bar with boom segment, pair of long arms
A-MBOX Multicore breakout box for up to 6 microphones
A-MK6 A-Ray A-MBOX multicore, sixfold, length 15 m

The construction uses a central rectangular axis, 
telescopic arms and special sliding nodes with 
toothed flanges and quick release skewers that 
provide fast and easy set up. 

By arranging the nodes in plane or perpendicular it is possible to create well 
known multiple microphone configurations like Decca Tree and others as 
well as experimental 3D arrays. The experimental character is emphasized 
by the possibility of adding more nodes to achieve setups with 7, 8 or 9 
microphones. Made of aluminum and carbon fiber the A-RAY is at the same 
time light and very strong and folds down to a small package that can be 
stowed away in the included carrying pouch.

Also available is a kit version including a QuickLok and MikeLink.  
An optional 6-channel breakout box with detachable multicore snake and 
microphone leads that are completely customer-configurable allow for  
standard microphones and Colette systems alike. Accessories for rigging 
can be provided on request.

Users include Austrian TV ORF, German TV NDR and MDR, the Semper 
Opera, Japan Radio and other users experimenting with surround sound 
formats.

The A-RAY can be supplied with a shorter central axis  
and arms of different lengths to suit customer wishes.

This unique, portable microphone support allows the user to place  
5 microphones (6th center surround arm optional available) at distances  
from 50 cm to over 2 meters apart in different configurations.

A-RAY
SURROUND MICROPHONE SUPPORT

A-MBOX

SURROUND RIG
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The Dipstick is an add-on accessory for our booms (or other brands)  
and permits to boom over the head of a cameraman or around corners, 
allowing to get closer to the action. The toothed flange can be set to  
predefined angles and once locked will not turn.

The Dipstick can be folded back on the boom or removed when not  
required.

DIPSTICK
QDS

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

BC50 Boom case for QX 550, length 63 cm
BC65 Boom case for QX 565, length 73 cm
BC80 Boom case for QX 580, length 93 cm
BC100 Boom case for QX 5100, QP 480 & QSM, length 113 cm
BC130 Boom case for QX 5130, length 140 cm
BC150 Boom case for QP4140 & QS, length 163 cm
BC200 Boom case for QP 5190 & QP 6200, length 249 cm
ABB-80 Boom bag for QX 565, length 80 cm
ABB-110 Boom bag for QX 580, QX 5100, QP 480 & QSM, length 110 cm
ABB-160 Boom bag for QX 5130, QP 4140 & QS, length 160 cm

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QDS Articulated boom segment

Hard and soft boom 
cases are available for 
all booms. The BC 
tubes with a diameter 
of 5 cm are made out 
of robust PVC.

The water-repellent 
shoulder bags are available in three sizes.

TRANSPORT CASES & SHOULDER BAGS
BC & ABB

QUICKPOLE ACCESSORIES
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The Ambient QuickLok quick release tip for  
microphone assemblies is the first snap connection 
noise-free enough to allow for professional boom  
action and similar applications.

The body of the QuickLok mounts onto the 3/8” 
thread of a microphone boom or stand and is secured 
in place via a grub screw. The tip fits into the mic 
support and can be tightened securely using a 
screwdriver or similar through a cross hole. The 
ingenious mechanism with tapered design provides a 
rigid, absolutely rattle free joint and has a self-locking 
and self-locating action.

This universal piece will find its place for quick  
disassembly of rigs, microphones, antennas and more not only on location, 
but also in music recording studios. 

QUICKLOK
QRT 

This 2-axes swivel is used for mic assemblies (stereo bar, A-RAY, etc.), which 
are suspended from a boom such as the Jumbo series.

It ensures that the mic assembly always 
levels out horizontally independent of 
the angle the boom is set at. When the 
boom is vertical the MikeLink prevents  
the microphone assembly from 
contacting the boom and thus making 
noise.

It also allows the microphone position to be set up at ground level and then 
be swung up into position.

VERTICAL SWIVEL
QAVS  

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QAVS MikeLink vertical swivel

The QAMS is a highly flexible 
microphone mount for your stereo 
recordings. 

Variable distances between  
6 and 46.5 centimeters give you  
the possibility to record with  
sophisticated stereo techniques  
from XY to AB.

STEREO BAR
QAMS  

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QAMS Stereo microphone bar with sliding screws

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QRT Quick release tip incl. 2x threaded tips
QRTT Extra 3/8“ thread tip for QuickLok
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QUM Universal mic swivel

•	 Comfortable break point  
Used together with QuickLok, 
(un-) mounting a microphone/
windshield combination  
becomes “a snap”.

•	 Compatible with any mic  
suspension or windshield.

•	 Greatly reduces handling noise  
compared to traditional setup 
due to very thin cable from XLR to mic.

•	 Mounting of plug-on transmitter at the 
boom tip. 

•	 Rigid construction guarantees that the  
transmitter will not move around or knock 
against the boom.

•	 Configurable for mono or stereo  
microphones

•	 Easy repairs or re-configuration using  
standard Neutrik connectors. 

•	 Thin flexible cable is available 
from Ambient.

QAT-ECO/cabled, light XLR fixture for boom poles

The XLR TIP (QAT-Eco/Kabel) is a simplified  
version that, due to its simplicity and low cost.  
It can be firmly attached to the mic assembly using 
the QuickLok tip QRTT or the spigot QAT-AD.

QAT-ECO

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QAT-ECO/Kabel QAT-ECO with thin cable for wind shield
QAT-ECO/90 QAT-ECO with thin cable for wind shield
QAT/AD Spigot with internal and outer 3/8” thread
QAT-ECO XLR TIP

The Twister  
is a knuckle  
joint with  
two axes of  
rotation allowing  
the mic assembly  
to be adjusted  
horizontally,  
independent  
of the booming angle. 

This is essential with the  
use of stereo or surround  
microphones to maintain  
a correct perspective  
reproduction.

TWISTER
QUM

KEY FEATURES

QAT-ECO

QAT-ECO/Kabel

QAT-ECO/90

QAT-AD
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Growing complexity  
of the scene, less  
time for setup and  
the demand to have the  
microphone instantly on spot  
are common for location sets or  
ENG situations of today. 

The requirements make a  
wireless boom the system of choice. 

Although some manufacturers provide  
plug-on transmitters for this purpose,  
these units lack the versatility of a  
traditional transmitter that can  
also be used to quickly wire up  
an actor or reporter  
on demand. 

Ambient Recording introduces  
the QWB and UMP II microphone  
power suppy (see page 28) that  
addresses this issue and enables  
a belt back to transmit the signal of  
any powered microphone.

The QWB (Quickpole Wireless Boom)  
resembles a mounting plate for  
transmitter and the mic power supply  
at the tip of the boom.

This is a preferred position since it  
reduces cable clutter, allows for quick  
collapsing and expanding of the boom  
and provides a wide operation range  
with a minimum of interference.

Due to the use of our Quickpole Standard  
carbon fiber tube for the mid-axis and thin  
aluminum for the mounting plates the  
construction is lightweight but very  
sturdy at the same time.

Velcro Straps and soft pads  
provide quick, easy and save  
mounting of any common belt pack  
TX and the UMP II.

QUICKPOLE 
WIRELESS 
BOOM
QWB 

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

QWB Mounting plate for UMP II and transmitter
QWB-RE Rain cover for QWB with UMP II / TX

Typical applicationQWB-RE
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ATM 216

ATM216DSLR
TinyMike kit for DSLR  camera

This high quality miniature microphone can  
work straight of the low voltage power on DSLR  
or small DV cameras. 

Alternatively, an active adaptor cable allows  
phantom powered operation that makes  
it all the same a suitable accessory for  
the popular small HD cameras  
with XLR inputs. 

Meeting the  
requirements of most  
common camera types,  
the TinyMike is available in  
preconfigured sets, which contain all  
necessary bits and pieces. 

A special adapter also allows for 
boom or stand mount operation.

The TinyMike has been successfully used in many 
documentaries and broadcast applications and was 
rewarded with the Cinec Award for technical innovation.

The ATE 208  
Emesser is a very  
small “figure-of-eight”  
microphone intended to  
convert any boom mic on the fly  
into a M/S stereo system.
Featuring a high quality 48V Phantom  
powered real condenser capsule, it delivers  
an enhanced dynamic range required for  
critical recordings.
The ATE 208 Set comes complete with  
mounting clip and Y-loom, which outputs  
both M and S signals over a standard  
balanced 5-pin XLR. 
Including all the necessary accessories and allowing continued use of the  
existing shotgun mic, suspension and windshield it offers an economic  
solution for those who don‘t want to part with their favored shotgun to go 
stereo. Due to the M/S technology and the same mic being used for 
dialogue and ambience recordings seamless transitions between mono and 
stereo are feasible without alteration of the sound characteristics. The 
frequency response therefore was custom-tailored to match the acoustic 
pattern of typical boom mics at 90° with the characteristic, distinct bass 
roll-off. 
The result is a distinguished stereo perception with pronounced presence  
and minimal negative phase correlation at the low end with exceptional  
good suppression of handling noise.

EMESSER
ATE 208

Cinec Award winner

TINYMIKE 

MICROPHONES
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

ATM216DSLR Kit for use with DSLR camera contains (1), (2), (4), (5) and (8)
ATM216PH Kit for camera with 48V PH power contains (1), (2), (6), (8) and (11)
ATM216AM Kit for ARRI AMIRA contains (1), (2), (3), (7), (9) and (10)
ATM216 TinyMike miniature electret shotgun microphone (1)
ATMWS  Velvet foam windshield (2)
ATMWJ Fluffy windgag (3)
ATM3.5H Adaptor cable Binder 3-pin to 18” jack, unpadded (4)
ATM3.5 Adaptor cable Binder 3-pin to 18” jack, padded (5)
ATMEMP Active adaptor cable (6)
ATMEMPAM Active adaptor cable (7)
ATHRY Custom Rycote suspension incl. insert and QBS hot shoe mount (8)
ATHAM Custom Rycote suspension (9)
ATHAM-2 TinyMike cable suspension for ARRI AMIRA (3 + 1 reserve) (10)
ATHPD Concentric mounting adaptor with variable diameter 
 to fit all generic mic brackets (11) 

ATB101 Cold shoe boom adaptor
ATMP Mounting plate
ATMB TinyBar two way cold shoe mount
QBS Adaptor for cold shoe to 3/8” male threads incl. Allen Key®

ATM216AM
TinyMike kit for ARRI AMIRA

ATMPATMB ATH101

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(8)
(11)

(2)

QBS

(10)

(9)

(7)

(6)
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

UMP II Universal microphone powering P48 / P12 / T12
UMP-BC UMP II belt clip

The UMP II was consequently designed for using 
Phantom or T-powered microphones on a „wireless 
boom“ with typical belt pack transmitters. 

The case is very light and uses 2 AA cells avoiding 
drain of the transmitter´s batteries and can be  
mounted either on the boom tip or carried on the  
belt with an optional clip. 

The UMP II is compatible with any transmitter with 
mic-level input. In- and output connectors allow  
for individual configuration and are keyed against 
accidental interchange.

A 4 colored LED interface indicates battery status and  
selected powering mode that covers 12 and 48 Volt 
Phantom plus 12 V T-power.

UMP II

The EMP nicknamed “The Eumel” (pronounce “Oymal”, German for widget) 
is exactly that: A small widget that allows hardwired use of lavalier mics. It 
converts Phantom 48 V to 5.6 V electret power and outputs the signal  
electronically balanced with low impedance. A range of models is available 
with standard sockets to fit the plugs of most popular wireless systems in  
2 or 3-wired configuration. 

ELECTRET MICROPHONE POWER SUPPLY
EMP

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE POWER SUPPLY

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

EMP2B Ph 48 / electret converter for Microdot & DPA
EMP2L Ph 48 / electret converter for Sennheiser 1000
EMP3.5 Ph 48 / electret converter for Sennheiser Evolution
EMP3.5S Ph 48 / electret converter for Sony UWP-D
EMP3L Ph 48 / electret converter for Sennheiser SK 50 oder SK 250
EMP3S Ph 48 / electret converter for AKG
EMP4H Ph 48 / electret converter for Sony DWT
EMP4L Ph 48 / electret converter for Audio Ltd. Mini TX
EMP4S Ph 48 / electret converter for Shure
EMP4SM Ph 48 / electret converter for Mipro, Beyerdynamic, Opus
EMP5B Ph 48 / electret converter for Audio Ltd. EN2 TXP
EMP5S Ph 48 / electret converter for Lectrosonics
EMP06L Ph 48 / electret converter for Micron (new)
EMP6L Ph 48 / electret converter for Audio Ltd.
EMP8L Ph 48 / electret converter for Micron (old)
EMPXLR Ph 48 / electret  converter & balancing amp, bare end cable

Optional 
belt clip available
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Adapts most common microphone heads to handhelds  
with Sennheiser or Shure compatible mount such as Sony,  
Lectrosonics, Zaxcom or Lectrosonics mount.

HHA SERIES

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

HHA II Sennheiser 5000 microphone capsules to Lectrosonics (1-2)
HHA II-S Sennheiser 5000 microphone capsules to Shure & Sony mount (3-5)
HHA-SS Sennheiser 5000 microphones to Sennheiser Evolution, 2000 & 9000 mount (6)
HHA-SHS Shure compatible microphones to Sennheiser Evolution, 2000 & 9000 mount (7-8)
HHA-SSH Sennheiser 2000/9000 microphone capsules to Sony, 
 Shure & Lectrosonics mount (9)

1)

Please use our selection tool to find out which adaptor is the right one for you.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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The professional Ambient underwater microphone

The ASF-1 MKII 
is completely 
designed and 
manufactured 
by Ambient 
Recording in 
response all 
the requests 
for an 
affordable, yet 
professional 
hydrophone 
that would work directly with standard audio gear.

The goal was nothing less than to create a very natural sounding, low noise 
underwater microphone. 

Cristal clear, low noise audio from infra- to ultrasound

With the development of the Ambient „Sound Fish“ we focused on high 
audio quality with best handling. Therefore we designed a linear, low 
distortion microphone preamp offering a linear frequency response from 
10Hz - 40kHz.  

Works straight with 48V Phantom power

Following our idea to create an underwater microphone for professional 
sound recordists we worked hard to build a hydrophone which can be fed 
directly from standard 48V Phantom power. Thus, this microphone works 
right out of the box with all your existing audio gear without additional 
adaptors.

Waterproof up to 100m

The ASF-1 MKII is machined out of high quality aluminum-brass and can 
easily withstand the water pressure of 100m depth. Additionally, the used  
materials (special formulated NBR, polyurethane) stand out for their long 
term resistance against seawater.

Included 10m underwater cable  
with professional underwater connector

Within the purchased parts package we included a 10 meter underwater 
cable with sealed AHS-II underwater connector. Thus, the AFS-1 MKII can be 
used right out of the box without additional adaptors or cables. Other cable 
lengths are available on request.

KEY FEATURES
•	 Frequency response: 7Hz - 40kHz (-3dB)
•	 Polar Pattern: Omni directional
•	 THD: 0,1% (10Hz - 40KHz)
•	 Dimensions (LxD): 180 mm x Ø 25 mm
•	 Max depth: 100 m
•	 Housing material: Aluminum-brass
•	 Encapsulating material: Special formulated NBR
•	 Weight (without cable): 270 g
•	 Power Supply: 48V Phantom
•	 Included detachable 10 m underwater cable
•	 Special designed AHS-II underwater connector

AMBIENT SOUND FISH 
ASF-1 MKII
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The ASF-2 Hydrophone is affordable, easy to use – and simply a great 
sounding hydrophone. Designed with key components used in the 
renowned ASF-1, the ASF-2 effectively utilizes the same professional 
hydrophone technology for outstanding underwater audio capture.

With a frequency range of 70Hz-20kHz, we designed a microphone able to 
capture a perfect spectrum of sounds while effectively avoiding low 
frequency noise created by cable handling.

Designed to withstand roughest conditions

The housing is machined out of high-quality aluminum with an anodized 
exterior for protection against the corrosive nature of seawater, while the 
10m polyurethane cable is cast into the housing for a water-tight seal. These 
design attributes enable the ASF-2 Hydrophone to easily withstand the 
roughest field conditions. In addition to being an affordable hydrophone, 
the ground-breaking design of the ASF-2 is makes it affordable to operate 
as it is compatible with standard professional audio equipment. 

Terminated with an XLR connector and powered by 48V Phantom, this 
plug-and-play hydrophone is designed for use with today’s professional 
field mixers and recorders for outstanding underwater recordings.

Never before has 
professional underwa-
ter audio capture been 
so affordable.

KEY FEATURES
•	 Linear Frequency Range 70Hz-20kHz
•	 Max THD 0,1% (70Hz-20kHz)
•	 Polar Pattern omni directional
•	 Power Consumption 5mA
•	 Power Supply 48V Ph
•	 (L / W / H) 47 x 30 x 30 mm (without cable)
•	 Weight 50g (without cable)
•	 Maximum Depths 30m
•	 Material Anodized seawater resistant Aluminum
•	 Capsule Material Special formulated NBR

THE COMPACT AMBIENT HYDROPHONE
ASF-2
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

ASF-G Enclosure hydrophone with cable (ASFG35DC)
ASF-G XLR Enclosure hydrophone with cables (ASFG35DC & ASFGPH)
ASF-G EPIC Enclosure hydrophone with cables (ASFG35DC & ASFGEPIC)
ASFG35DC 3-pin Binder to 3.5mm TRS & 9V battery connector
ASFGEPIC 3-pin Binder to active 3.5mm TRS 
ASFGPH 3-pin Binder to XLR 

The professional Ambient enclosure underwater microphone

With the ASF-G we use parts of 
the ASF-1 technology to create an  
affordable, easy to use, yet great 
sounding hydrophone to be used 
directly on camera enclosures. 
With approximately 60dB better 
Signal to Noise Ratio than any 
enclosure hydrophone we found 
on the market, the ASF-G sets 
new standards. With a frequency 
range of 70Hz - 20kHz we designed a microphone able to capture the whole 
spectrum of sounds while effectively avoiding low frequency noise created 
by camera handling.
The hydrophone is compatible with most professional camera housings, 
thanks to its M14 thread, and easily mounted on standard bulkhead ports. 
Due to its compact size, the ASF-G only adds 4 cm to the housing.  
The ASF-G is machined out of high quality Aluminum, anodized and can 
easily withstand the water pressure of 100m depth.

ENCLOSURE HYDROPHONE
ASF-G

ASF-G EPIC

ASF-G XLR
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The RS2 is made out of anodized aluminum and finished with universal 
joints glued in under high pressure.

The massive POM clamp offers high stability and flexibility for optimized 
balance and buoyancy.

The RS2 can easily be attached to the SD-UW.

RS-2

RUGGED STEREOBAR FOR TWO 
DIRECTIVITY SPHERES

Maritime life fills the underwater 
world with countless interesting 
sounds.

Due to the particular acoustic 
characteristics of that medium, it  
has been impossible to make high  
quality multi-channel recordings  
water - until now.

After two years of research Sonar  
Surround has succeeded in developing  
a new awarded and patented technique to give 

omnidirectional hydrophones a polar pattern close to  
a super-cardioid. 

Thus sound mixers now have the possibility to utilize approved 
recording techniques even underwater.

DIRECTIVITY SPHERE
DS-30

SOUND CHARACTERISTICS:
Polar Pattern 30 cm RS*

* measured with airborne sound;
calculated for 1500m/s sound velocity

SAE ALUMNI 
Awards

2009
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The RS-5 rig consists of two RS-2, which are jointed with one center bar.

Thus it also is made out of anodized aluminum and finished with universal 
joints glued in under high pressure. The special reinforced POM clamps are 
easily able to hold up to six flooded DS-30 Spheres.

Finding the perfect buoyancy and balance is simple thanks to a 3/8“ thread 
attached to the center clamp of the RS5.

Disassembling the rig is done within seconds by only unscrewing 4 wing 
nuts. The single bars with only 80cm length will fit easily into any diving bag.

SURROUND RIG
RS-5   

Listen to a new world!

http://www.ambient.de/en/product/sound-examples.html

SOUND EXAMPLES 
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The housing is made out of hard-anodized seawater resistant aluminum 
and afterwards PTFE coated which gives it the highest possible durability 
and stability.

The likewise machined cover offers a perfect sight on all meters and  
displays of the recorder thanks to a rugged polycarbonate window.

All Sound Devices 7 series recorders are attached within seconds thanks  
to a flexible mount.

Up to 8 waterproofed, underwater connectors allow you to record with 
most sophisticated surround techniques.

Sealed mechanical controls give the diver full access to gain, record and 
stop, as well as power functions. Two handles offer optimal usability  
underwater even with the RS-2 and RS-5 Surround Rig also thanks to  
slightly negative buoyancy, which can easily be adjusted depending on 
whatever you like to attach to your housing.

With its static design the SD-UW is waterproof up to a depth of 100m.

This underwater housing was made to carry a complete sound system  
and can easily be enlarged to a video, sound and light system thanks  
to 5 threads on housing and handles.

UNDERWATER HOUSING
SD-UW
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Ambient supplies all standard audio cables 
as well as customized solutions. 
Our high quality microphone cables  
are produced in any required length and 
layout up to 8 channel multicore.
All cables are exclusively made by hand in 
Germany by our highly trained staff and 
tested carefully in a two-step quality check. 
This way we guarantee that any audio cable  
from our factory will measure up to the high  
expectations you rightfully expect from an  
Ambient Recording product.

Knowing a chain is always just as strong as its weakest link, we at Ambient 
are paying greatest attention to what is often neglected and dealt with low 
priority. 
Requirements for location equipment differ considerably from stage  
applications. Still, most suppliers provide cables exclusively for that 
purpose. 
Though thin in diameter, the polyurethane coating gives our cables an 
exceptional robustness and retains flexibility and integrity over a wide 
temperature range, making it the ideal choice for rough outdoor use. 
Cord supported stranded wires and  
braided shielding add to the mechanical  
strength and assures best signal immunity against interference of any kind. 

AUDIO CABLES & ADAPTORS

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

MK Mono microphone cable, Ø 3.8 mm, XLR-3F to XLR-3M, length on request
MKS Stereo microphone cable, Ø 4.55 mm, XLR-5F to XLR-5M, length on request
MKDS Microphone cable double-MS, Ø 6.1 mm, XLR-7F to XLR-7M, length on request
SKA-D Stereo cable adaptor, 2x XLR-3F to XLR-5M, 0.25 m 

HBS664Y7-35

Find the full audio cable selection on our website:
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Metadata interface cable for RED cameras for connecting Lockit  
Synchronizer to Red Epic camera via RCP protocol,  
Lemo 5-pin to Lemo 4-pin, 0.4 m

ACN METADATA CABLES
ACN-RCP

Metadata, remote control, and TC connection to Sound Devices788T,  
Lemo 0B 5-pin to RJ11, 0.5 m

MLC-CL

Metadata and remote control connection to Sound Devices 6-series,  
USB A/A adaptor and A/B Cable required when used directly on recorder, 
connects straight through CL-12, 
Lemo 0B 5-pin to USB-A connector, 0.6 m

MLC-HID

Ethernet cable Master Lockit to ARRI ALEXA,
RJ45 to Lemo Series 1B 10-pin, 0.5 m

MLC-L1B10

Ethernet cable Master Lockit to ARRI ALEXA and powering
RJ45 to Lemo Series 1B 10-pin, 0.5 m,  
with breakout to Hirose 4-pin for powering

MLC-L1B10
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Our coiled 
breakaway 
cables offer 
high flexibility 
with high 
comfort. No 
dangling 
cables to step 
on and no 
hasty cable 
length 
adjustments 
anymore but 
full concentrati-
on on the 
sound. 
The Ambient 
breakaway cables are high quality custom made multicores with best 
electrical shielding and imperishable polyurethane coating. The 1.8m long 
cable can easily be extended to  
5 meters without losing the tension even after years. 
We offer different versions for all commonly used ENG 
mixers. This way additional adaptors or cables can be 
avoided and the sound bag remains tidy and clearly 
arranged.

COILED BREAKAWAY CABLES
FOR ENG MIXERS

Find the full breakaway cable selection on our website:

TIMECODE CABLES
With our own market leading timecode generator series we know how 
much is depending on the cable quality.

A broken timecode cable can make the difference between make and break 
of a production. 

Therefore these cables are crafted in our own workshop, using solely high 
quality components and undergoing a strict quality control.

Find the full timecode cable selection on our website:

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

HBS302 Coiled breakaway cable for Sound Devices 302 / 688 /  MixPre-D, 
 Wendt X2 & Shure FP24
HBS664Y7-35 Coiled breakaway cable for Sound Devices 664 & 633
HBS10Y7-35 Coiled breakaway cable for Sound Devices 442 / 442N / 552 / 664 / 688. SQN4 (old   
 designs), Cooper CS104, TW Electronic LP44 / LP4 32 with Y-cable (HBY7-35)

HBS10Y7-35

HBS302

TC-I/O
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

TC-I/O Timecode In/Out cable, Lemo 5-pin to Lemo 5-pin, 0.6 m
BNC Timecode output cable, BNC right angle to BNC right angle, 0.4 m
LTC-OUT Timecode output cable, Lemo 5-pin to BNC right angle, 0.4 m
LTC-IN Timecode input cable, BNC right angle to 4-pin Lemo Serie 00, 0.4 m
TC-IN/OUT Coiled timecode cable, LTC In/Out, Ascii In/Out, tune ref., dual Lemo 5-pin
TC-SYNC/Epic Timecode & Sync output split cable for Red Epic/Scarlet, 0.4 m
LTC-IN/EPIC Timecode input cable, BNC right angle to 4-pin Lemo Serie 00, 0.4 m
LTC-OUT35/35F Timecode output cable with Lemo 5-pin to 3.5 mm TRS right angle plug plus  
 jack for feeding microphone and timecode into DSLR, microphone cable to 
 left channel, timecode cable to right channel, Pad 20 dB
LTC-OUT35 Timecode output cable, TTL level to microphone input DSLR, wired to ring,  
 right channel, PAD 40dB, Lemo 5-pin to 3.5 mm TRS right angle, 0.4 m
LTC-OUT/EPIC Timecode output cable for Red Epic/Scarlet, 
 5-pin Lemo Serie 0B to 4-pin Lemo Serie 00, 0.4 m
XL-LB2-AR Timecode cable In/Out, Lemo 5-pin to BNC-in and BNC-out, 0.4 m
TC-IN Timecode input cable, 3-pin XLR female to Lemo 5-pin, 0.6 m
TC-OUT Timecode output cable, Lemo 5-pin to 3-pin XLR male, 0.6 m

BNC LTC-OUT

LTC-IN TC-IN/OUT

TC-SYNC/EPIC LTC-OUT35

LTC-OUT35/35F LTC-IN/EPIC

XL-LB2-AR LTC-OUT/EPIC

TC-IN TC-OUT
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Generally all Hirose distribution boxes – with 4, 6 or 10 Hirose sockets – 
have a lead with Hirose 4-pin connector. On request we also manufacture 
the boxes with a lead to 4-pin XLR male connector.

PORTABLE POWER SOLUTIONS
VPAK-302

PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

HVB-10 Hirose distribution box, 10x 4-pin sockets and lead to Hirose 4-pin plug connector
HVB-4 Hirose distribution box, 4x 4-pin sockets and lead to Hirose 4-pin plug connector
HVB-6 Hirose distribution box, 6x 4-pin sockets and lead to Hirose 4-pin plug connector

The VPAK-302 mod ads a plate with two mounts for slot-in receivers and 
brackets to fix a Sound Devices 302 mixer to the VPAK II. 
(Versions for 552 and 664 are available, too)

HVB

The AKKUPAK has a closed, spring-loa-
ded NP1 compartment and is mounted 
onto a plate that will ensure firm fit in 
the pouch and provide a compact, rigid 
support for radio receivers etc. to be 
velcroed in place.
3x 4-pin Hirose socket, cable cable w/ Hirose 4-pin plug connector

AKKUPAK

The VPAK II is suited for standard V-Mount 
batteries, supplies up to 5 devices and features an 
internal, self-resetting fuse (release current: 10A). 
4x Hirose 4-pin socket, output cable w/ Hirose 4-pin plug connector

VPAK II

ABPAK

The Anton Bauer batterymount ABPAK features 6 outlets via Hirose 4-pin 
(fused 5 A permanent load,  
10 A release), a D-Tap outlet, and a USB power output with 2 A load so an 
iPad can be charged.
A cable with Hirose connector is not included, so you’d need this as an extra 
accessory (for instance our AK-HS4, also available with right angle connec-
tors as AK-HS4-90 or with one right angle and one straight connector).
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PROD.NR.	 DESCRIPTION

VSLOT V-Mount Slot for Unislot receiver
VSL-X5 Adaptor cable, TA5F to 5-pin XLR male, length approx. 65cm (ALEXA)
VSL-2X3 Adaptor cable, TA5F to double 3-pin XLR male, length approx. 20 cm
VSL-1X3 Adaptor cable, TA5F to 3-pin XLR male, 0.2 m, for mono radio link
VSL-2TA3 Adaptor cable, TA5F to double TA3F, 0.4 m, for Sound Devices 788T et al.

Many professional video cameras are equipped with a V-Mount battery  
terminal. But only few also offer a slot for slide-in radio receivers.  
The Ambient V-SLOT chassis provides the solution: mounted between  
the camera and battery, the power is looped through to the camera,  
simultaneously powering the receiver. Here the common V-Mount system  
is being used, adaptation to other systems 
like Anton Bauer are possible with standard 
adaptor panels.

The V-SLOT can be used with all receivers 
equipped with a Unislot connector (25-pin 
D-Sub). To offer highest flexibility, a TA5M 
jack is attached at the bottom, offering two 
balanced outputs for dual receivers. 

This way dangling cables become a relic of the past due to customizable 
cables for every camera type. 

Thanks to the Ambient V-SLOT every V-Mount equipped camera can be  
transformed into a compact ENG camera 
system.

The Slot will be delivered  
with standard  
adaptor cable VSL-2X3.

V-MOUNT CHASSIS
VSLOT
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Wireless Receiver & Buffer-Battery Module for ARRI AMIRA

Only few professional video cameras also offer a possibility for slide-in radio 
receiver. The Ambient Recording PowerSlot chassis provides the solution for 
the renowned ARRI AMIRA camera. The module is fastened between 
camera and battery, directly interfacing with the camera, and forms a 
permanent joint with minimal alteration of the balance.

The power is looped through to the camera, powering the receiver. 
Therefore the module also replaces the battery mount of the camera. The 
PowerSlot is available as V-Slot (AMS-V) and Anton Bauer (Gold Mount) 
version (AMS-AB), both equipped with a D-Tap connector to power external 
devices.

POWERSLOT
AMS-V & AMS-AB

Built-in hot swap buffer battery

The PowerSlot is equipped with an 
Unislot (Sub-D 25-pin) connector. This 
makes it compatible with most Slot-In 
receivers by Lectrosonics, Audio Limited, 
Wisycom, Sennheiser, etc. To offer 
highest flexibility, a TA5M jack is attached 
at the side, offering two balanced 
outputs on a TA5 connector, for dual 
receivers.

Thanks to customized cables for ARRI AMIRA camera dangling cables 
become a relic of the past, the unit  incorporates a new powerful buffer-
battery circuitry for convenient battery hot swapping. Even with 100 Watt 
power consumption, the internal backup battery powers the AMIRA for 10 
seconds. When fully charged, the unit can accommodate 18 battery changes 
without recharging.

The battery is automatically recharged 
with 3 LEDs always displaying the actual 
status.

AMS-V

AMS-AB
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